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Share this: Like this: Related Post navigation 23 thoughts on “Culture spotlights: U-M begins
season at No. 16; Women’s lacrosse primed for conference title; Izzo creates I-Michigan social
media hub; and more” Izzo creates I-Michigan social media hub • Michigan women’s lacrosse

head coach Jen Harrick has been at the forefront of a social media movement for college
coaches. During the past week, women’s lacrosse coaches from all over the country have taken
part in a sort of “Twitterpation” that Harrick initiated. With over 20,000 followers, Harrick was
ranked fourth nationally in the number of tweets per follower. More info: tawildman.com 1. It’s

sad that the pathetic NCAA doesn’t care about the basketball on the court. It only cares about
the money that they can make by selling tickets. Does the NCAA or university think that

students will buy tickets if there is no game? 2. I’m for women’s basketball. I’m not a fan of the
U-M women’s basketball team. What they’ve done over the past few years is absolutely

unacceptable. It’s not a team that fights hard, plays defense and makes everyone around them
better. 3. If people don’t like women’s basketball, don’t watch it. That’s what I do. If you don’t

like Michigan hockey, don’t watch it. 4. The U-M hockey team has been absolutely horrible for
the past few years. There have been some tremendous players, but never as a team. And now

the team is just awful. I don’t understand why the U-M athletic department hires hockey
coaches. Michigan athletic departments should just hire men’s hockey coaches because it’s a lot

easier than women’s hockey. 5. There have been many NCAA violations committed by U-M
football. And now the U-M Athletic Department has to pay a $2.5 million fine. How do you

fine the school for something that happened while you were there? 6. U-M gymnastics has been
a disaster. When you don’t have any athletes, you’re not going to have a gymnastics
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What is the difference between ISO and DP, and what are their intended uses? I am using

Lightroom to develop RAW files. I want to use the exposure slider to easily set my exposure.
There is a Digital Priority and ISO slider, as well as a one click shortcut button for each. When

I use the slider, Lightroom corrects for the scene to some degree, but I am unable to use the
exposure for further development. For example, when I am developing on a long exposure I

cannot see the final image until after it has been developed. When I switch to manual, I can see
the final image, and I can see how much it will expose or underexpose the image. However, if I

adjust the image, the background will suddenly appear. I understand how this occurs, but I
don't know how to change this. A: ISO is the camera's sensitivity to light. Lower ISO will result

in less noise (but more noise in brighter images). DP and P are digital processing algorithms,
which are only available in some specific modes (such as Basic or Raw) and are not exposed

when the other controls are accessible. DP is essentially a hybrid between PSNR and SSIM, and
P is a hybrid between dynamic range and contrast. ISO (and its name) are not really a part of a
raw file, and you don't need to set it (although it can improve the image quality). DP and P are
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not really a part of the raw file, but they can be adjusted and set. These algorithms are a part of
the processing chain of a raw file, as the raw data is often corrupted by software and algorithms

and no longer contains all the information 2d92ce491b
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